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Abstract
We find a principle of harmonic analyticity underlying the quaternionic (quaternion-
Kâhler) geometry and solve the differential constraints which define this geometry.
To this end the original 4n-dimensional quaternionic manifold is extended to a bi-

•t harmonic space. The latter includes additional harmonic coordinates associated
-i with both the tangent local Sp(I) group and an extra rigid SU(2) group rotating
i | . the complex structures. Then the constraints can be rewritten as integrability con-
'.$- ditions for the existence of an analytic subspace in the bi-harmonic space and solved

in terms of two unconstrained potentials on the analytic subspace. Geometrically,
the potentials have the meaning of vielbeins associated with the harmonic coor-
dinates. We also establish a one-to-one correspondence between the quaternionic
spaces and cff-shell A" = 2 supersymmetric sigma-models coupled to N = 2 super-
gravity. The general JV = 2 sigma-model Lagrangian when written in the harmonic

' superspace is composed of the quaternionic potentials. Coordinates of the analytic
subspace are identified with superfields describing N — 2 matter hypermultiplets
and a compensating hypermultiplet of N = 2 supergravity. As an illustration we
present the potentials for the symmetric quaternionic spaces.
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1 Introduction
In the present paper we complete a study of gauge theories with self-duality type con-
straints within the framework of harmonic space approach. This study was initiated in
papers [1, 2] where the self-dual Yang-Mills fields and hyper-Kâhler (HK) metrics (gen-
eralizing to 4n dimensions the self-dual Einstein equations) were considered. There the
concept, of harmonic analyticity, originally introduced in the framework of N — 2 super-
symmetry [3], was applied to purely bosonic self-dual Yang-Mills and Einstein theories in
the four-dimensional space R1 and their generalizations to i?4".

The harmonic superspace approach [3] is based on an extension of the original real
JV = 2 superspace by harmonics uf, u+luf = 1, i = 1,2 parametrizing the sphere
52 = SU{2)/U(l) (where SU{2) is the automorphism group of JV = 2 supersymmetry).
The reasons for this are: ( «) the extended superspace has an analytic subspace of smaller
Grassmann dimension (which essentially involves harmonics); (ii) the main constraints
of all Ar = 2 supersymmetric theories can be interpreted as integrability conditions for
this harmonic analyticity; (Ui) these constraints can be solved in terms of some arbitrary
analytic potentials.

Similarly, in self-dual Yang-Mills and Einstein theories one (i) extends the original real
il4" space (whose tangent group is SU(2) x Sp(n) and holonomy group is contained in
Sp(n)) by the sphere S2 = SU(2)/U(1) coordinatized by the harmonics uf; [ii) interprets
the original equations as integrability conditions for the existence of an analytic subspace
which essentially involves harmonics and contains a half of the original .R4" coordinates;
(Hi) solves these equations in terms of some arbitrary analytic potentials [1, 2]. Thus,
analyticity means a half of anticommuting coordinates in supersymmetry and a half of
commuting coordinates in self-dual theories. We emphasize that the harmonic analytic
potentials encode the full information about the original (constrained) theory and provide
a tool of classifying and computing HK metrics and self-dual Yang-Mills fields.

An interesting application of HK manifolds in field theory is connected with their
role as the target spaces of Ar = 2 supersymmetric sigma models [4]. The unconstrained
formulation of these manifolds given in [2] makes this connection transparent. It turns
out that the general superfield Lagrangian of JV = 2 sigma models derived in [5, 6]
using the harmonic superspace approach, is in one-to-one correspondence with the HK
potentials. The basic JV = 2 matter superfields (analytic Q+ hypermultiplets) together
with harmonics uf are recognized as coordinates of the abovementioned analytic subspace
of the extended HK target manifold B?n x S2. Both the target harmonic space and the
harmonic superspace (on which the hypermultiplets Q+ are defined) contain the same set
of harmonics uf. This implies identification of the automorphism group SU(2) of JV = 2
supersymmetry with the rigid SU(2) group rotating three complex structure of the target
HK manifold.

Thus, the harmonic space formulation of HK geometry on the one hand, and the
harmonic superspace description of JV = 2 matter on the other, make the relation between
this geometry and JV = 2 supersymmetry as clear as that between the Kahler geometry
and JV = 1 supersymmetry [7]. Moreover, the fact that the JV = 2 matter superfield
Lagrangian of ref. [5, 6] is composed of HK potentials, provides a direct proof [2] that
this Lagrangian describes the most general matter self-couplings in the rigid JV = 2



supersymmetry.
When N = 2 sigma model is put in a supergravity background, its bosonic target space

is known to be quaternionic [8] rather than hyper-Kâhler as in the flat case. The most
general off-shell action of such sigma models was constructed in [9] in the framework of
harmonic superspace. By analogy with the rigid case, the relevant superfield Lagrangian
was conjectured to be composed of unconstrained potentials underlying the quaternionic
geometry. As was observed in [9, 10], this object reveals a number of new features com-
pared to its rigid JV = 2 supersymmetric prototype. For instance, the harmonics which
appear explicitly in the Lagrangian and so are expected to be related to the target space
geometry do not coincide with the harmonics present in the harmonic superspace. Instead
they are expressed through them and the compensating analytic superfield qf of JV = 2
supergravity.

In order to understand the structure and symmetries of the superfield N = 2 sigma
model action of ref. [9] and to prove its conjectured status as the most general action
of matter in local JV = 2 supersymmetry, one clearly needs an unconstrained geometric
formulation of the quaternionic geometry similar to that of the HK case [2]. Such a
formulation is given in the present paper.

Quaternionic manifolds (see, e.g. [11, 12, 13, 14]) are 4n dimensional Riemannian
manifolds with the holonomy group contained in Sp(I) x Sp(n). Locally, the quaternionic
manifolds (like the HK manifolds ) have three almost complex structures that obey the
well-known Clifford algebra relation. However, now these structures are not covariantly
constant, the Sp[I) part of the holonomy group rotates them. So, a distinction from
the HK case is that the complex structures on quaternionic manifolds are in principle
not defined globally and cannot be chosen constant. Actually, the HK manifolds can
be regarded as a degenerate class of the quaternionic ones whose holonomy group does
not contain the Sp[I) factor. Below we shall consider the general case with the Sp[I)
factor being nontrivial. As was shown in [8], this is the geometry inherent to the bosonic
manifolds of JV = 2 sigma models in the supergravity background.

We will show that the quaternionic geometry, like the HK one, is determined by a
harmonic analyticity preservation principle which naturally leads to unconstrained ana-
lytic potentials as the fundamental objects of this geometry. An important feature of
the quaternionic case is that an interpretation of the basic constraints as integrability
conditions for the preservation of harmonic analyticity becomes possible only after ex-
tending the original 4n dimensional manifold by two sets of harmonic coordinates. One
of them consists of the ordinary harmonics of an extra rigid SU(2) acting on the compex
structures in the same way as in the HK case. The other is new; it parametrizes the
local Sp(I) group acting in the tangent space of the manifold. In the limiting case of
HK manifolds ( i.e., when the Sp(I) curvature of quaternionic manifolds is vanishing) the
new coordinates coincide with central-charge coordinates introduced in [2] to solve the
HK constraints in an algorithmic way. Thus the geometric meaning of the central-charge
coordinates is naturally revealed in the framework of the harmonic space formulation of
the quaternionic geometry. New harmonic variables will be shown to be directly related
to the analytic compensating hypermultiplet of JV = 2 supergravity which thus acquires
a nice geometric interpretation.

The paper is planned as follows. We begin in Sect. 2 with giving the basic notions



of the quaternionic geometry in real in dimensional space (or r world). We write the
defining constraints of this geometry in a form similar to the self-dual Yang-Mills and HK
geometry constraints as they have been given in [1, 2]. In Sect. 3 we introduce the concept
of bi-harmonic space and give the necessary technical details. In Sect. 4 we interpret the
quaternionic geometry constraints as integrability conditions for the existence of a kind of
harmonic analyticity in a bi-harmonic extension of the original manifold. Sect. 5 describes
the procedure of passing to a new representation of these constraints where the underlying
analyticity becomes manifest (so called A-world representation). In Sect. 6 and 7 we study
the consequences of the quaternionic geometry constraints in the A-world. In the process of
this study in Sect. 7 we naturally come to unconstrained analytic quaternionic potentials
£** and £ J which emerge as harmonic vielbeins in some A-world covariant derivatives. We
prove that all geometric quantities relevant to the quaternionic geometry are expressible,
like in the HK case [2], in terms of these two basic objects (in fact only one of them, £+ 4 ,
is essential; the second one, as in the HK case, is locally a pure gauge). In Sect. 8 we
treat the simplest example of "maximally fiat" in dimensional quaternionic manifold, the
homogeneous space Sp(n+l)/Sp(l)xSp(n). The limiting procedure allowing to reproduce
the harmonic space formulation of HK manifolds of ref. [2] by a contraction of that for
quaternionic manifolds is described in Sect. 9. In Sect. 10 we analyze the most general
harmonic superspace off-shell action of N = 2 matter in the supergravity background [9]
from the point of view of the harmonic space approach to quaternionic geometry. We
show that all objects entering the action (including the supergravity compensators) as
well as the relevant equations of motion have a clear interpretation in the framework of
this approach. Thus the latter visualizes the one-to-one correspondence between local
N = 2 sTipersymmetry and quaternionic geometry [8]. Finally, in Sect. 11 we give the
explicit form of the basic analytic potential C+* for all symmetric quaternionic spaces
classified by Wolf [H].

Before turning to the presentation, it is useful to point out that in this paper, similarly
to [1,2], we mainly use the standard language of differential geometry which is widely used
in superfield gauge theories and operates with such notions as vielbeins, curvatures, tor-
sions, tangent space, etc. All concepts and results given below are certainly transferable
to the language of complex geometry and twistor theory (the latter has been used to
solve self-dual Einstein and Yang-Mills equations in the pioneering papers [16], [17] and
to study quaternionic manifolds in [13]). One of our aims here is to demonstrate that the
harmonic analyticity which has already proved its efficiency in a wide range of problems,
both in supersymmetric and purely bosonic the -ries, is appropriate for the quaternionic
geometry as well. In our presentation we closely follow the logic and motivation of papers
[1, 2] so the reader may consult them for simpler examples.

2 Quaternionic geometry in the real basis

We start with a in dimensional Riemann manifold M with local coordinates {x"fc}, y. =
1,2,...2n; k = 1,2. One of the definitions of quaternionic geometry [8, 13, 11, 14]
restricts the holonomy group to a subgroup of Sp(I) x Sp{n). Hence we can choose from
the very beguming the tangent group to be Sp(I) x Sp{n). So, the tensor fields defined on



the manifold {x"k} undergo gauge transformations both in their Sp(n) and Sp(I) indices

= r"£(x). (2.1)

Correspondingly, the covariant derivative is given by

vai = eSfo* - Utn^p)I+"* - ^,( ifc)r"fc> = vai - woi((rp)r«"> - u>ai(,fc)r<'*>. (2.2)

Here wa,(ap) and uanik) are the Sp(re) and Sp(I) connections, Ti<">) and r ( i i ) are Sp(n)
and Sp(I) generators

I C _ 1 / Q f f S f l p ) _j_ f j ^ p ( p 6 ) _j_ Q p p ( ) _|_ j^picp(<76) \ c ^ 2 . 3 )

(the similar relation holds for T('fc), with the Sp(n) invariant tensor ft"* replaced by e'k).
As a rule we deal with the fundamental spinor representations of Sp(n) and Sp(I)

(P.," W ' " ' = <^'VO , - + «-«ai / + ^ W i n"' • (2.4)

The commutator of two covariant derivatives produces the Sp(n) and Sp(I) components
of the curvature tensor

[Pai,©^]^" = 6" fiai flj pP + 8% Rai Qj „" = R^0j pa • (2.5)

Now, the requirement that the holonomy group of this 4n dimensional Riemannian
manifold (i.e. the group generated by the Riemann tensor) belongs to Sp[n) x Sp(I) is
equivalent to thi. following covariant constraints

(2.6)

(2-7)

The difference from the analogous constraint defining the HK manifolds [2] lies in eq.
(2.7). Its r.h.s. is vanishing in the HK case, while in the quaternionic case it corresponds
to the nonvanishing Sp(I) part of the holonomy group.

The Bianchi identities combined with (2.6) and (2.7) imply

00')R (2.8)
R = constant, (2.9)

where

R = ^ W i j ) ' Rai0j°
i0J = Sn(n + 2)R. (2.10)

The constant R can be positive or negative, the constraints (2.6), (2.7) do not fix its sign.
It is easy to see from eqns (2.5) - (2.9) that quaternionic manifolds are Einstein manifolds



(with cosmological constant proportional to Rj. Hence homogeneous quaternionic man-
ifolds are compact in the case R > 0 and noncompact if R < 0 [15]. The scalar Sp(I)
curvature is by definition positive and is given by \Rij"\ = 6|fl|.

Note that for n = 1 (four-dimensional manifolds) the relations (2.6) and (2.7) are
satisfied trivially and place no restrictions on the geometry (correspondingly, the Bianchi
identities do not require R^jki) to vanish). In this case one is led to impose the condition

JJ(OH) = O (2.11)

"by hand". This gives rise to the generic form (2.9) for R(y)(H) and provides the definition
of the quaternionic geometry for n = 1.

Thus, irrespective of the value of n, the basic constraint defining the quaternionic
geometry can be written as follows

P>o.,VtoU™ = -2 «flu R rw) »•' + tfesliw" - R
 ("A-*- W#)] ( )

with
r(ij)n

n' = \(ein^ + ejnbj'). (2.13)

Symmetrizing (2.12) with respect to i,j one obtains an equivalent equation

\T>a{i,V0i)W
n' = -26J1IWJHw,„"' • (2-14)

Similar equations in the self-dual Yang-Mills and HK geometries contain the vanishing
r.h.s. [l, 2j. In fact, the HK manifolds are related to the quaternionic ones via contraction
R —» 0 which means the vanishing of the Sp(I) curvature ~ \R\ (see also Sect.9).

We would like to understand eq. (2.14) as an integrability condition. However, the
standard trick [1,2] with multiplying the Lh.s. by harmonics u+ 'u+J does not immediately
lead to this interpretation. The reason is the presence of the nonvanishing scalar Sp(I)
curvature ~ \R\ ^ 0.

Our further strategy is as follows. First, we shall introduce the coordinates of tangent
space Sp(I) group, thus representing the Sp(I) part of the tangent space group by differ-
ential operators acting on these new variables. Then the Sp(I) curvature term in (2.12),
(2.14) will be reinterpreted as a component of the torsion associated with the new Sp(I)
coordinates. After this, we shall introduce the ordinary harmonics corresponding to some
extra rigid automorphism SU{2) group rotating the Sp(I) indices. Then it will be shown
that eq. (2.14) admits the interpretation of the integrability condition for the existence
of an appropriate (covariantly) analytic subspace in such a "bi-hannonic" extension of
the original 4n dimensional manifold. Finally, we shall solve the constraints and find the
unconstrained analytic potentials of the quaternionic geometry.

3 Harmonic extension of the sphere S2 ~ Sp(l)/U(l)
Here we give the basic technical details on harmonic coordinates on the sphere S2 ~
Sp(l)/U{l) and extension of the latter by extra harmonics u**.



We parametrize Sp(I) by the harmonics i'fc°, i.e. by the Sp(I) matrix in the doublet
representaion:

»*"».' = - « I , t f c V = - « J , «»*" = Tk
l(x)v," . (3.1)

The indices i,j,fc,... correspond to the local Sp(I) group (cf. (2.1)), while the indices
a, 6,... are inert under this group. The Sp(I) generators are given by

while the operators of the covariant differentiation on the Sp(I) group manifold by

Both sets of the differential operators (3.2) and (3.3) form Sp(I) ~ SU(2) algebras and
commute with each other, e.g

[Z{ab\ Z{ci)\ = ebdZlac) + ebcZlad) + (a <-> 6) (3.4)

[Z(a6),rW)] = 0. (3.5)

Next, let us assume that on the right index a of u£ some extra rigid SU(2) is realised (so
vl is a kind of "bridge" relating the local tangent Sp(I) and this rigid SJ7(2))

and consider a "harmonic extension" of the space {x, u£} by the harmonics u±a defined
on SU{2)/U(1):

{*, vl} => {x, vl, u±a}, U+0U: = 1, ï f = u + a , 6u±a = -(TT)a
bu

±b . (3.6)

Further we shall proceed in a close parallel with singling out analytic subspaces in the
harmonic spaces and superspaces [1, 2, 3, 22].

First of all we pass to another basis of the bi-harmonic space (3.6)

{x, vl u*"} => {x, vf, u±a} , vf = v°ku
±a, v+hv; = 1 (3.7)

Z° = Z ™ ^ = r , t ^ - ^ . (3-8)

The commutators between the «-derivatives Z (3.8) and the non-vanishing commutators •?
of the latter with the harmonic derivatives d++ = u+ad/du-a,d" = u~ad/du+a and

0 vr" - u-ad/du~a are given by

(3.9)



= -Z°, [d—,Z°\ =

[ ± . (3.10)

One more change of variables leads us to the following "analytic" basis in the space

{x, v%, u±°} => {x, t £ , u±a} => {x, Z++.Ï—,a", w+«,w-"} (3.11)

; + + = L-;. , C-- = V-*V— , =° = V~+ , V^ = U±V±k

IT+ = UfcW+fc , I?+" = U+V-* , «++IT" - 1'"+V+- = 1 (3.12)
\

It is instructive to see how the original local Sp(I) group is realised in this basis

= -T+^w-, 6w~ = 0 . (3.14)

Comparing with the results of ref. [9, 10], one observes that the newly introduced har-
monics ur3 are composed of u±a and behave under the local Sp(I) group precisely in the
same manner as the harmonics ID*" entering the general JV = 2 matter Lagrangian in a
Ar = 2 supergravity background are composed of the JV = 2 harmonic superspace u's and
behave under the transformations called in [10] quaternionic (analogs of the Kâhler [7]
and hyper-Kâhler [10, 2] transformations). The object z++ stands for the supergravity
compensator JV+"*". As we will see later on, this analogy is by no means accidental (see
Sect. 10).

From (3.14) one concludes that S+4", z , z° transform independently of each other,
i.e. each transforms through itself, x and w±a. So, one can extract from (3.11) invariant
subspaces containing smaller number of z's and overlapping over the harmonic part {w±a}
which in its own right constitutes an invariant subspace (together with x). In particular,
there exist three invariant subspaces each including only one of the r coordinates

This structure of the bi-harmonic space manifests itself in the form of the covariant
derivatives in the analytic basis

= (z0)2 d

dz—



Z0 = =°~ (3.16)

± -*J

P 0 = a» + 2 ( r + + ^ - z - ^ r ) . (3.17)

Considering a general field on the bi-harmonic space, <£(x,z, w) (we discard possible
external indices), we may impose on it the following Sp( 1 ) covariant an ilyticity constraints

= 0 =»

or Z V = O =*• ^ = O,

or ( Z - - D — ) * = 0 => ^fc++* = 0 ' (3-18)

or any combination of them simultaneously. Indeed, any pair of the corresponding dif-
ferential operators is closed under commutation; this follows also from (3.9), (3.10). The
covariance of eqs. (3.18) with respect to Sp(I) transformations follows from the transfor-
mation properties of the derivatives involved

;
The solutions of these constraints are the fields living on the aforementioned invariant
subspaces of the bi-harmonic space. In particular, three subspaces indicated in eq. (3.15)
correspond to imposing first and second, second and third, first and third of the constraints
(3.18), respectively. The fields on the subspace (x.u.»*11) are singled out by employing the
whole set of thce constraints.

Now we will show that an arbitrary field fijk...ix) (having the standard transformation
properties (2.1) under local Sp(I)) can be rewritten as a constrained analytic field on the
above bi-hannonic space. Correspondingly, the group Sp(I) is realised on such fields by
the differential operators Z w ) .

Converting indices », J, fc,... of the field /yi_(i) with the harmonics vf we form a field
which is inert under the local Sp(I) and transforms only under the rigid SU(2) acting on
the indices a, b, c,. -.

/d_x (*,v) = vi4...vk
c fi3...k (x). (3.20)

Now the Sp(I) transformation of fij..j;{x) is induced by the transformation of the variabl»>
i£ and so it is represented by the differential operator F1*'' (3.2) I

S-f{x, v) = f'{x, v) - f{x, v) = 7 (̂x)r< V ( x , ») - 1

Further, projecting fa^ (a:, v) onto the monomials (u+a... U+*) one defines }

(3-21)



Jf- These functions satisfy the relations

Z0J+" = n/+ n

2++/+" = 0

(Z- -Z>—)/+" = ^ -q r / + n = ° ^3-22)

and transform in the following way under the local Sp(I)

To identify the place which / + n occupy among general functions on the bi-harmonic
space, we give here a general characterisation of such functions.

By analogy with the harmonic functions on the ordinary sphere S2 we restrict ourselves
to the following functions /lPl9l(2,ic) (for brevity, we omit the x dependence)

w) (3.23)
w), (3.24)

which corresponds to considering invariant functions on S2XS2 = Sp(1)/{/( 1 ) x SU(2)/U( 1 ).
In the basis (z, w) the condition (3.24) is easy to solve: it simply states that /(p '9)(z, w)
is a homogeneous function of degree p with respect to z°

,w) = (z°Y J^(Z++, z—, w), 6/lM> = - p f+-/<p-'> . (3.25)

Using the analyticity conditions (3.18), we may now covariantly constrain, in one way
or another, the dependence of /(Pl(I'(z, tu) on z+ + ,z . The simplest possibility is to
completely eliminate this dependence

> = (Z- -V-) f$? = 0 => /<™> = ^y>(«,). (3.26)

However, as it follows from (3.9), ordinary harmonic derivatives X>++, 1D— commute
not with all operators defining the above analyticity. So, the result of action of these
derivatives on /jjj is not in general again the field of the type (3.26), e.g.

These fields are of the type (3.26) only provided q = p = 0. One may still achieve this
property for 2? ̂ fffy under a weaker condition

(Z ° - D °)f^f = 0 => q = p. (3.27)



his c?
In this case the field

gJ(IB, z°) = 0++ZgJ(W, *°) (3.28)

is covariant under Sp(I) transfromations, which can be checked explicitly, using

++{Z°-V0)-2r+--^:. (3.29)

We call the fields satisfying (3.26), (3.27) the fields of the first kind. The functions
/+n(u>, 2°) considered before belong just to this class, they are singled out by the additional
covariant constraint

Another interesting class of functions having a restricted z++,z dependence is de-
fined by the constraints

- ^ )/(2) -f lTFf^fl " U

= Zg

g = ( J L - a++)/g = 0. (3.31)

These fields do not depend on S+"1", while their z dependence is restricted by

£ 41 $. (3-32)
so any such field is actually a collection of all the degrees of the harmonic derivative
of the lowest component in its z expansion. So, we may limit our consideration to the
component /gjll where the vertical line means the value at z = 0. It transform as
follows

The important difference of the second kind fields from the first kind ones consists in
that 0,++Zp) is again the field of the second kind, its Sp(I) weight and U(I) charge being
equal to q -f 2,

W+Zg)B = -(9+2) T

while 0+^Z^i) is a &dà of a new type with the nonaltered Sp(I) weight q and the U(I)
charge shifted by 2 :

(it belongs to the type (3.26)).
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Concluding this Section, we comment on several points which are important for un-
derstanding what we will do in the sequel.

As a first remark we point out that the bi-harmonic space {x, v,u] contains evident
subspaces {x,t>+,r~} and {i, a+,w~} which are trivially closed both under ihè local Sp(I)
and rigid SU(2) transformations. As we will see later, these subspaces bear no direct
relevance to the quaternionic geometry constraints, in contradistinction to the subspace
{z, W+. w~}. Just the latter is preserved by these constraints, thus expressing most clearly
the concept of harmonic analyticity in application to quaternionic geometry.

We also note that the functions given on the bi-harmonic space are ''n general rep-
resented by series which are not a naive double harmonic expansion with respect to the
sets of harmonics »** and u±a. E.g., let us consider a function /(9)(x,w+,i/;"). It has a
standard w~'-expansion

+'••'»-«> (x) Wt1... u£u>-+1 . . . Wjn^ .

However, in the basis (i^'.u*11) it is

/<'>(z,w) = / » ( z ,» ,« ) = £/*•••-••*+.-*-,>(*) Vt1...<u" + 1 . . . a " . , ( - 1 T + ) - " •

The presence of unusual factors (t'~+)~n is necessary for ensuring the property

°"> ^ V-^1)JM = 0 (3.33)

in the basis (t',«) (in the basis (z, w) this property is evident). Clearly, (3.33) can never
be achieved within a naive double [v, u) harmonic expansion.

Having at our disposal the object i>~+ with the vanishing U(\) charge but with the
unit Sp(I) weight, we are to take caution while transferring into the bi-harmonic space
some statements valid in the ordinary harmonic space. In particular, the constraints

do not imply that the t'~+ expansion of /*Pi ' ' termina.es. In parallel with the standard
term

one is led to include into the «-decomposition of /(M> a n infinite collection of the terms
of the form

with n > 1. Each term of that sort is annihilated by Z + + and carries the Sp[I) weight p.
In what follows, to avoid subtleties of the bi-harmopnic decompositions, we will ba-

sically use the parametrization of the harmonic part of the bi-harmonic space by the



coordinates ic± i ,s+ + , r , ; ° . We will assume standard harmonic expansions with re-
spect to to4 ', not specifying the dependence on z++,z , except for a few special cases,
including the important case when there is no such a dependence at all (as was already
mentioned, the standard fields (2.1) belong just to this latter class). Recall that the z°
dependence of the bi-harmonic fields is fixed as in eq. (3.21), as soon as we limit our
consideration to the fields with a definite Sp(I) weight.

4 Quaternionic geometry constraints as the integra-
bility conditions for bi-harmonic analyticity

Here we show that the defining constraint (2.14), being rewritten in the bi-harmonic ex-
tension of the original 4n dimensional manifold M, can be given a natural interpretation of
the integrability conditions for the existence of special analytic functions on this extended
manifold.

Thus we deal with the bi-harmonic space

{x*\ vj, u±} (4.1)

and treat ordinary fields (2.1) defined originally as unconstrained functions on {x"'} as
fields (3.21) on the enlarged space (4.1). They may carry any number of external Sp(I)
indices and an arbitrary Sp(I) weight (equal to their U(I) charge). Their content is the
same as that of (2.1) provided they satisfy the constraints (3.22). Of course, one is at
liberty to consider more general functions on (4.1), in accordance with the analysis in the
previous Section.

The main advantage of such an approach consists in the possibility to realize the
generators of the tangent space local Sp(I) by differential operators. An equivalent rep-
resentation of the covariant derivative (2.2) in the space (4.1) is given by

©a* = *.•"«£&* - vJu^Y^ - LvJu^vtf'JL- + vb
ke"-^-t) . (4.2)

One easily checks that the action of (4.2) on the field of the type (3.20) yields the correct
covariant derivative of the coefficients fij_j;(x)

^ . ( C C - - - »*>/*,*-*.(*)) = vJvn^Va* . .. vJ"Voifili2...in(x) . (4.3)

It is easy to compute the commutator of two derivatives (4.2)

[VB^T>gb]/ = 2 6/Qo0RZlab) + eab{ } { o B ) / , (4.4)

where the braces stand for the Sp(n) curvature terms and Z(a!l) is the covariant derivative
with respect to the coordinates »c* ( it is denned in eqs. (3.3)). Now, the basic constraint
(2.14) is written as

[VO[*,l>i3b)\f = 2 6/nai}RZlab). (4.5)

Digression. This is a good place to comment on the twistor space. Harmonics vj
generate the sphere S 3 at each point of the quaternionic manifold M. Factorizing by
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t'"(l) group acting on harmonics v'a as C1' •-» exp(t^)v,', V2
1 >-» exp(—i^>)v2' we obtain the

space S2 parametrized by complex structures at the point of M: the complex structure
corresponding to vj is

The space of all these complex structures attached at each point of M is called the twistor
space Z in [13]. We conclude that the space {x"\ va'} with the above equivalence relation
is the twistor space of Af.

The antiholomorphic direction with respect to the natural complex structure on S2 is
spanned by Z\\. We define now vector fields

Xo = V'<&* - ! " i ^ - W 0 ^ ^ + vok^] • (4-7)

Using (4.5) one gets

[Jf0,X0] = 2Oa0BZn + 1.,Hi0 "» - W 0 ^ ) J P . (4.8)

We have also [Z1I1A0] = O. Define now a tensor of an almost complex structure on the
twistor space to have the space spanned by {Xa, Zn] as its eigenspace with the eigenvalue
i. The above arguments imply its integrability. This is the integrable complex structure
discussed in [13].

In [13] for R ^ 0 a complex contact structure on Z was introduced. It can be also
easily read off the equation (4.8). Let a be a local one-form satisfying (a,Zu) = 1 and
(a,Xa) — 0 for all Q, where (a,X) is the value of the one-form a on a vector field X.
The form a defines a complex contact structure on Z. To show this, one can write the
explicit expression for a in the local coordinates. However, it is enough to use the identity
{da, Xal\Xg) = -(a, [Xa, X0]). We find using (4.8) that

(da, X0AX0) = -2ila0R . (4.9)

The kernel of a is spanned by Xa- For R ̂  0 equation (4.9) shows that da is nondegenerate
on the kernel of a. Therefore, a is a well-defined complex contact one-form.

Now we return to the main line of our exposition. What we have gained at this
step is that the local Sp(I) indices i,j,... have been replaced by the rigid SU(2) ones
a,b,. . . and the quateraionicgeometry constraint has been reformulated entirely in terms
of appropriate covariant derivatives. Now we may proceed in the way well known from
the previous examples of utilyzing the harmonic analyticity [1, 2, 3, 22]: multiply (4.5)
by the extra harmonics U+0, u4* and recast this relation into the form of the integrability
condition

) . (4.10)

The full set of commutators in this new representation can be restored after introducing

V-=u^Vaa = [d—,V+]. (4.11)

Then the remaining commutators are

/ , [D-,V0-]/= 26/Q00RZ-. (4.12)
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One should also add the commutators between the harmonic derivatives (3.9) and the
commutators of the latter with P1

+ , P j" : they immediately follow from the definition of

The most important step is to single out the minimal closed set of operators which
forms a Cauchi-Riemann (CR)-structure and is equivalent to the quaternionic geometry
constraints (2.14). In the present case this set includes the following operators

( P + , Z ++,Z°,P + + , P ° , P — - Z"} .

Their algebra is given by

=-2 6

= 0, [ P " - Z " , P + ] = 0

and also

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

- z--, = z° - (4.18)

The relations (4.18) are written down for completeness, these are satisfied in the central
basis by the definition of harmonic derivatives. The basic relations which actually underly
the quaternionic geometry are those given in eqs. (4.14) - (4.17). To be convinced of that
these relations indeed amount to the original constraint (2.14) one proceeds as follows.

First, eqs. (4.17) imply that P0
+ has coinciding t/(l) charge (the eigenvalue of P 0 )

and Sp(I) weight (the eigenvalue of Z °). So, its most general form consistent with (4.17)
and the choice of Sp{n) as the tangent space group is given by (in the basis {2, w})

•It*) (4.19)

Here

Z0U,?= 3 (4.20)

14



and the objects with tilde display no z° dependence. Then, exploiting (4.16) and the
commutation relations between Z-operators, one completely fixes the z -dependence of
these objects

- 0
(P — - Z "

( P - - Z") ù+
( = Z + +

JL-+-+3
ds— ° °
W+=W+(x,U>) + 2"

(4.21)

Finally, by using (4.15), we fix the ip-dependence of È*1*, ^t[Pa)-> w+3 as

+ s= -w+twai{x)- w+tw+1 w"*wQ(y

; = - 2 W-W(X) - u>+iurjurfc
WQ (4.22)

where the sign "—" was chosen for further convenience. Combining wm(x) and ua(ijk)(x)
into the single object

we eventually represent T)* (4.19) as

- {iat~dF=
s P + - S 0 ^ + -

dz—
.+3

&++J

Oa-
.-.+3 (4.23)

(4.24)

Here

(4.25)
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Now. returning to the basis {i>a\ u
± a } . it is easy to show that

P + = U+0P00 , (4.26)

where PQI1is given by eq.(4.2). Finally, substituting (4.26) into eq.(4.14) and keeping in
mind that Z + + = —\u+au+bZab, one arrives at the relation (4.5) which, as we have seen
before, is the same as the original constraint (2.14).

Two comments are in order here.
Firstly, it is just the equality of the U(I) charge and tiie Sp(I) weight of P + (eqs.

(4.17)) that guaranteed the compatibility of the constraints (4.15) and the second of the
constraints (4.16). Commuting P + + with the l.h.s. of the latter equation one gets

[P°-Z°,P+]=0 (4.27)

that is fulfilled as a consequence of eqs. (4.17).
Secondly, it should be stressed that the SU(2) algebra for Zab immediately stems from

the important relations contained in the set of the harmonic constraints (4.18)

= - 2 Z (4.28)

First of these equations implies Z++ = —iu+aa+6Za6, then from the second one it follows
Z 0 = -U+0W-6Z0J and, finally, substituting these expressions for Z 0 and Z + + into the
third equation and using u* algebra, one deduces the Sp(I) commutation relations (3.4).

To summarize, we have demonstrated that the defining constraints of the quater-
nionic geometry (2.14) in the space {x***} amount to the constraints (4.14)-(4.17) in the
bi-hannonic space {iufc, »**, u*"}=^11*, z, w}. Like in all other cases to which the har-
mouic analyticity is relevant, the property that the operators {T>+, Z++,V°, Z 0 , P —
Z } form a closed algebra amounts to the possibility to define covariantly analytic fields.
This time, they are defined by the following analyticity conditions

D+$(M)(x,i7,u) = O

(P ~~ - Z —)$(p'7)(x, v, u) = O

c, v, u)

r,i>,w).

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

Eq.(4.30) combined with the relations [P++, Z++] = 0 , [P++, Z0] = - 2 Z++ imply
that the harmonic derivative P + * preserves this analyticity provided p = q: P ++$<«•«)
is again an analytic field with the 17(1) charge q + 2 and the Sp(I) weight q. Recall that
the original tensor fields with the transformation law (2.1) form a subclass in the variety
of bi-harmonic fields $•«•»).

Note that the conditions (4.30) - (4.33) mean that the field $ ( M ) does not depend on
the coordinates Z+*, z and involves the factorized z ° dependence. So, one is eventually
left with the following harmonic analyticity condition (see definition (4.24))

j - -pfe = 0 , (4.34)
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It implies, like in the HK case [2], the existence of an invariant analytic subspace ~
{i^tu^} in {i"",»*}. The principal difference from the HK case is that the harmonics
w± (and their analytic basis counterparts u>*) have non-trivial transformation properties
under the tangent space local Sp(I) group (correspondingly, V+ in eq. (4.34) contains
a differentiation with respect to w). This peculiarity of the quaternionic case will entail,
in particular, the necessity of an additional bridge while passing to the analytic world,
namely the one relating the T - and A - basis w harmonics (see below).

For our further purposes it will be crucial that the analyticity (4.29) - (4.33) implies,
like in the HK and self-dual Yang-Mills cases [1,2], the existence of some basis and frame
(the A-world) where this analyticity is manifest. Just as in these cases, A-world turns out
to be most appropriate for solving the integrability conditions (4.14) - (4.17), (4.18). On
all stages of computation we will keep the derivatives with respect to z-coordinates. This
guarantees that we will not lose any information encoded in eqs. (4.14) - (4.17), (4.18).

5 Bridges to A-world
As was just mentioned, the existence of the CR-structure (4.14) - (4.17), (4.18) implies
possiblity to pass to the basis and frame called A-world where the analyticity associated
with this structure becomes manifest. This means that differential operators forming the
CR-structure are reduced in the A-world to partial derivatives.

In principal, there are different choices of the change of the coordinates {x1", z^ab\ w^}
leading to the analytic basis. The minimal and most convenient option is as follows

4+ =
+»—(1, UJ)]

= i(x,«j)z° (5.1)

10/ =
+i

UJT- = UJT* -

H- = .,±f>/ > «0 (5.2)

The bridges can be consistently chosen independent of the coordinates z in view of the
bi-hannonic integrability conditions (4.18). Then the basic integrability condition (4.14)
allows one to define the bridges by the following constraints (analogous to those employed
in the HK case [2])

^ 2 A + = O => A + w + + - ( l - 9 i ; - u + + ) w + 3 = 0 (5.3)

û Or to Q u V^ /

= 0, 2£uCp = 0, 2£x+" = 0 (5.5)

where XC and A j were denned in eqs. (4.23) - (4.25). Note that first of eqs. (5.5) is
automatically satisfied as a consequence of (5.3) (the second ore is satisfied trivially).
The definition (5.3) - (5.5) admits the pregauge group with analytic parameters

fcj" = A+" (5.6)
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.} is

-.6)

V+X+* = V+X = V+X+" = O , (5.7)

while the remaining coordinates transform with general (though z-independent) parame-
ters A~~, A~"

6z2~ = A + 2Aar̂ ~, Sx^" = A"* . (5.8)

From eqs. (5.1), (5.2), (5.6), (5.8) one finds the transformations of bridges

= \++ - r + + , 6v" = 2 T + ~ « — - T" + t~2X—

= X+u - W+W^(X) - a^T++!»"1, ftT" = A"* - IB-V^(X).

Finally, we should pass to the analytic Sp{n) frame by rotating all tangent space Sp(n)
indices by an appropriate matrix bridge. In this new frame the tangent space group Sp[n)
is realized by gauge transformations with analytic parameters. Actually, this procedure
is the same as in the HK case [2], so we do not give here details of it.

Performing the change of variables (5.1), (5.2) in the expressions (3.16), (3.17) and
passing to the analytic Sp[n) frame, we find the A-world form of harmonic and z-
derivatives

= A d; + d+ + H+* + w+

V0 =

x>— =

d
azi

+JT

-"A

Z+* = (4)2^-

z— = v~-\
^n n 9

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5-16)

Here 9^*, dp stand for partial derivatives with respect to the analytic basis coordinates
x^, xA

p, the objects W++, w are the harmonic Sp(n) connections arising as a result
of passing to the analytic frame, and the remaining quantities (vielbeins) are defined by

-V
+"

H+* = -

(5.17)
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The vielbeins (5.17) - (5.18) transform as follows

= A++A+*
- " - A +

6<t>++ =

(5.18)

(5.19)

6ip = ( 2 A - A

SH"+(1 = A " A+"+ ( A -

6H~* = 4A H"4 - 2 <£— A " - ( A - A "

At this step it is convenient to choose the following gauges

$— - Q t, A~ = ^ A " A .

(5.20)

- A + + x 7 (5.21)

(5.22)

In the gauge (5.22) the expression (5.12) and the last ones of the expressions (5.17) and
(5.18) aie somewhat simplified

H~A = I3 ( 9 ~ ) 2 t .

(5.24)

(5.25)

The specific feature of the case under consideration compared to the HK one is the
presence of new harmonic vielbeins ^+* and <j> which multiply the Sp(I) weight operator
2^9/9z^ in J^+ and D . When the latter are applied to the functions having p = q
and bearing no dependence on Z^+, z^", the new vielbeins can be interpreted as some
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harmonic Sp(I) connections. For instance, on such functions 2?++ takes the following
form

V + + = 2?A++ + <j>++V ° (5.26)

and so it preserves the analytic subspace {ar+*1, to*1} (as will be clear soon, <j>++ and the
vielbeins entering P v

++ are analytic).
It is instructive to give here how the «-independent parts of the derivatives T> + + and

O— look in the original r-basis { I ' " , I B ± 1 } :

L (5.27)

where the slash means the part of D ° containig no z-derivatives. They are transformed
under the A-world gauge group in the following way (once again, when act on the functions
independent of s j + , 2 j ~ and possessing p = q)

«A++ = A++ D0B, « A " = (A-A++) A— - A " A D (5.28)

Note that the role of vielbein ij) in eqs. (5.12) or (5.23) consists in convening the Sp(I)
weight transformation with the nonanalytic parameter Aj+A++ into a transformation
with the analytic parameter A.

Finally, we quote here the general form of V* in the A-world. Taking into account
the defining relations (5-3) - (5.5) and the property that this derivative does not contain
Sp(n) connection after passing to the A-frame (cf. the similar situation in the HK case
[2]), it is given by

Z r = (z°A) (A + (5-29)

The transformation properties of this important object and the equations for the
vielbeins E£ and p~ following from the quaternionic geometry constraints (4.14) - (4.17),
(4.18) will be discussed in the next section.

6 A-world geometry: consequences of constraints

Our ultimate purpose will be to draw all the consequences the defining constraints (4.14)-
(4.17), (4.18) entail for various vielbeins and connections in the A-world and to express
(in the next Section) the latter in terms of a few unconstrained prepotentials. As we will
see below, these prepotentials coincide with certain vielbeins multiplying the derivatives
with respect to «-coordinates. This automatic appearance of the prepotentials as the
objects having a clear geometrical meaning is the actual advantage of dealing with the
z-extension of the quaternionic manifolds.

Recall that the HK geometry prepotentials [2] can be deduced in two equivalent ways:
either as some new objects in the process of solving the HK constraints or as the vielbeins
associated with an extension of the original HK manifold by a kind of "central charge"
coordinates. In the quatemionic case just the second, most geometric approach proves to
be adequate, because, as we saw in previous Sections, it is necessary to extend the initial
manifold by s-coordinates for giving the CR-structure interpretation to the quaternionic
geometry constraints.
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6.1 Derivative V$a

We begin with studying the covariant derivative V^a defined in eq. (5.29). The vielbeins
E1* and p~ transform under the analytic tangent space transformations and diffeomor-
phisms (5.8) according to

SE* = (6.1)

(6.2)

One should remember that V\a has the Sp(I) weght 1 and hence it is linear in the coor-
dinate z\. The ^-independent vielbeins Ê£ = (s")"1 ££ and p~ = [z\)~x p~ transform
under the Sp(I) X- transformations as

The basic constraint (4.14)

implies the following relations

Eq. (6.5) is the same as in the HK case while (6.6) is new.
The next important constraint is

(6.3)

(6.4)

= O (6.5)

or A^Pg1 = — Slap R . (6.6)

It implies the analyticity of the vielbeins and connections entérine into

A + H+3" = A+ H+4 = A + w++ = A + ^++ = 0

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6-11)

- ^+PZ - Aa<!> ~ 0 • (6-12)

Note the appearance of a non-zero right-hand side in eq. (6.11) in contrast to an analogous
equation in the HK case. The constraints (6.5), (6.6), (6.11), (6.12) will be solved later
on, after denning the derivative Dj^.
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6.2 Consequences of the algebra of harmonic derivatives
Like in the HK case, the vielbeins and connections entering the harmonic derivative T)
can be related to the analytic vielbeins (6.8) by the equation

—] = V°. (6.13)

Comparing the coefficients of the same derivatives in both sides of (6.13), one finds

A ~ H+4 = A + + h i ^ - 2 ^ + + (6.14)

(A

( A + + + A ~ H + 4 ) U " - A = O . (6.16)

Usingeqs. (6.14)-(6.16)ouemay,atleastiteratively,express#—"1A J/"3", w " , 0, H~A

in terms of i/+ 3", ^ + 4 , ^ 4 + and W++. Note the useful relation

= X>A° - (6.17)

which follows from eqs. (6.16).

6.3 Derivative X>~
We define the A-world derivative 2?" on the pattern already employed in the T-world (eq.
(4.11))

1-0)
1-1)

1.2)
IJUS

Lt er

where

= ea" = zAêa>
1

*a = -$ {At In^ w~

(6.18)

(6.19)

(6.20)

(6.21)

(6.22)

(6.23)

A number of important constraints on these objects follows from considering the com-
mutator

, Vf]/ = S/ ila0 RZ0 + (B£f)/ (6.24)
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The vanishing of the torsion components T0^+*1' and T+0
 <+2) in the r.h.s. of (6.24) ( the

coefficients of d~ and d ) implies, respectively,

tCt = 0, (6.25)

i.e., ejg and Cp are analytic. Equating the coefficients of Z 0 in both sides of (6.24) and
taking account of eq.(6.6), one finds

= 0 . (6.26)

Also, it is easy to evaluate the Sp(n) curvature R+

/ = (AJwJJ)/ = {tf-1 C* ÙÇ ûp)}P" , (6.27)

where, as before, tilde means that the relevant quantity does not contain the dependence
on z% Using the explicit expression for Gi^ (6.23) one may easily be convinced that R+p
is symmetric in the indices a, /7

(6.28).

There is also a number of additional relations following from eq.(6.24), but all these
can be checked to be consequences of a few essential ones some of which have been already
given and others will be presented below.

6.4 Vielbein E£
Using eq. (6.20), one may express the vielbein E£ denned in eq. (5.29) through the
analytic quantities e£, Ct and the harmonic vielbeins ifr and H +M:

Here

{dH)S = 0* H-+*.

After some simple algebra Eg can be concisely written as

1

where

(6.29)

(6.30)
(6.31)

(6.32)

s *-,i = Zp *~a , e^ea = OQ (6.33)

H~'^T^CHH~+P- (6-34>
It is a simple exercise to check that the constraint (6.5) is identically satisfied by the
expression (6.32).
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Before going further, let us quote the transformation properties of the important
quantities e£, e..a, £ + introduced in subsec. 6.7 and 6.8

6eo" = à"A+"

where

a- = a-+ c+a-
-,9-] = 2d{u-C\d-=2T^d-

(6.35)

(6.36)

(6.37)

XT — â - \ + P T I â - i + f T T" (fi — \++ _L /*+ r) — X+'I /fi r 8̂̂
Vl1O, — —Oj1 A if» T O1, A ip^~i(u/V" A "T *-p ° A ; . ^O.ooj

One immediately checks that En" given in (6.32) have the necessary transformation
properties (6.1).

7 A-world geometry: quaternionic potentials
In this Section we continue studying the quaternionic geometry in the A-world repre-
sentation. Here we at last reach the place where the quaternionic geometry potentials
appear.

7.1 Expressing w+f, ̂ ++ and H+3"

A new set of important relations arises from considering the commutator

[©++,p;] = ©+ (7.1)

which is trivially satisfied in the r-world but leads to nontrivial restrictions while treating
the A-world geometry. The most informative relations follow from equating the coefficients
of d~ and d in both sides of (7.1)

- 4* * = 0,

- ea = 0

f-\e

(7.2)

(7.3)

All the other equations associated with (7.1) can be shown to be satisfied in virtue of eqs.
(7.2), (T.3) and those deduced previously.

Let us turn to extracting the consequences of eqs. (7.2), (7.3).
As a first corollary we note that the previously written constraint (6.9) is satisfied

identically if one substitutes for En*
1 its expression (6.32) and takes into account eqs.
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(7.2), (7.3) and (6.14). So we may forget about eq. (6.9). At this step we may also
express the connections LJ++ and <t>++ in terms of the analytic vielbeins

V,)+ ££.****„, (7-4)
CU+/) • (7-5)

(7.6)

Further, let us rewrite (7.2), (7.3) as the equations for e,,", C+

x+v £+ = 0

A + + c l +

Then, introducing

+ c* (et**/) - d~H+i = o

one may express the vielbein H+3" from eq. (7.7) as a function of £+4 and £+

where T"" is inverse to I ^ defined in eq.(6.37),

8"C+-C+

= 6».

(7.7)

(7.8)

1 ,(7-9)

(7.10)

Thus we have succeeded in expressing the harmonic vielbein H+3" and, in virtue of
eqs. (6.16), the vielbeins entering into 2?J~, through two analytic and otherwise uncon-
strained objects, £*(x^,uiix) and £+4(x1[,urtt). These objects, just as in the HK case,
are fundamental objects of the quaternionic geometry, its potentials. As we see, the real
advantage of considering the bi-hannonic extension of the quaternionic manifold is that
the prepotentials naturally appear as the vielbeins associated with the partial derivative
( 9 ~ - d/ds**) in the covariant derivatives D++ (5.9) and T>~ (6.18).

7.2 Fixing analytic Sp(I) weight gauge freedom
Below we will demonstrate that all the geometric objects encountered earlier in this and
previous Sections can be expressed through C+(X^uT1') and C**(x*[,w

±') after fixing
a gauge with respect to the analytic Sp(I) weight transformation (with the parameter
A(^ , «,=)).

Tb see that this gauge freedom can be completely fixed, let us pass to ëo" and Aa"
(with z® factored out) and define

ê = det êa», À = det Â," = (1 - C+ (7.11)

Si = [Ô-A™ + 2nA) ê , SA = (3'X+" -r H~*p d'X++ + 2nA) A . (7.12)
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Next, one introduces

B = M, 6B = [2(n+l)\ + d-\+»-d—\++]B (7.13)

and checks that B is analytic,
3 ) 0 . (7.14)

Thus, we have two independent analytic quantities, B and ê, possessing nontrivial and
different transformation laws under the analytic Sp(I) weight transformations. Hence
one may completely fix the gauge with respect to these transformations by gauging away

.6) some combination of B and è. There exists a two-parameter family of such gauges

B-» e° = 1 => (7.15)

^ ( 7 , 6 )
7.8) 2[7(n + l) + on]

As we will see, the most convenient choice is
J,9) !

^ ( 7 . 1 7 )

Expressing ̂  from eqs. (7.11), (7.13)
1 0 )

B 1

one finds that in the gauge (7.17) ip is a function entirely of the prepotentials C* and C+4

* = Y ^ 1 - (7-19)

Below we will see that even before fixing the gauge one of the quantities B and ê can
be expressed through the quaternionic potentials.

7.3 Expressing p~ and eM
Q

In this subsection we will express the vielbeins p~ and eM° (defined by eqs. (5-29) and
(6.20)) in terms of the prepotentials.

To this end we need to consider the commutator

whose validity is evident while it is considered in the r-world. The relations relevant to
our purpose follow from vanishing of the torsion components T~3t++* and J - 3 I + ^ :

; = 0 (7.21) "S

7-12) -to
p d-H—+" = O, (7.22)
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where E~2p is given by (6.19). All the remaining relations are satisfied either as cose-
quences of these essential ones or in virtue of those obtained earlier.

Expressing E~2<> from eq. (7.22) ;md substituting the result into eq. (7.21) one gets
the expression for p~ = efp' = eu

ap~:

^+ d ~~ c i (7.23)

It is a simple exercise to check that P11 possesses the needed transformation properties

6PZ = 4i~A - d~X+" p~ . (7.24)

We leave it to the reader to prove the validity of the relation (6.12). One must take
into account the relation (5.24) whence

use one more reprsentation for the harmonic Sp(I) connection <£++ following from eq.(6.14)

4>++ = I ( Ctd-H+3» + C+ x j " - d—H+4 - A++ In J ) ( 7.25)

and, finally, enforce the gauge (7.17).
It remains to find the appropriate expression for ep

a = (z^)~2eu
a. Like in the HK

case, it is more convenient to deal with the "metric" fcMI/ = (Z^)-2Ii1n,

kfu, = e,,aeva = — kull, kfo, = èp
aêva , Sh111, = — d~\+p hffl — 2 A h^ . (7.26)

Being rewritten for K111,, eq. (7.2) takes the form

A+-*"fe 4-2/A+* h —2ft~H+3ahi —9/*+ T+"h -, — (1 17 97\

Let us now apply to the constraints (6.6), (6.26) for the vielbein p~. Put together,
they can be rewritten as

= - A 1 0 , R (7.28)

Substituting (7.23) into (7.28) and keeping in mind the analyticity of è/B, £+ and T111,,
one gets, after some algebra

V, = R-1 ( J ) T111,, (7.29)

whence
è = (detT)~5ï£n B^ï (R)^r . (7.30)

Thus, we have expressed It111, (and, hence, ê°, up to an analytic frame Sp{n) rotation)
in terms of the prepotential C+ and the analytic "compensator' B. In the gauge (7.17)
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!•T.

è = (detT)"ï Rn . (7.32)

It remains to check the identity (7.27). Using the explicit form (6.37) of T^, it is easy
to obtain

- 2 Tu]p - 2 Cf11 x+" Tu]p

+T.», (£+x+> - d—H+4 = 0 . (7.33)

Remembering (7.25), one observes that the expression within the parentheses is just 2<j>++

in the gauge (7.17). Tuis proves (7.27).

7.4 Full structure of V — and V~
To finish expressing the objects of the quaternionic geometry through analytic potentials,
we have to completely specify the structure of the derivatives T) and T>~ by finding
appropriate expressions for the Sp(n) connection « and the vielbein E~2>1 denned in
eq. (6.19). To this end, we need to express DA"££. Comparing the representation for
î>,f ~££ following from eq. (7.22) with the result of the explicit action of 2?A~" on the
expression (6.29), one finds

1
2

A p 0 } . (7.34)

Further, let us apply the derivative D ++ = V^+ +«p++ Z ° (we are not interested in terms
with the z— derivatives) to (z%)~2 i}> [V^'E E~l)Q0. Using the commutation relation
(6.17) and the constraint (6.14), one gets

whence it immediately follows that

(7.36)

Ui)

[U)

' J W (7.37)

From eq. (7.36) we find uj^ as a function of Ea" and, hence, of the prepotentials C+4

wofl — H<* A L- , (7.38)

while eqs. (7.37) and (7.34) put together yield

" T - ^ H L - J r -

(7.39)

"In^ '] . (7.40)
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Thus. Î>A—££, the last A-world geometric object to be specified, also turned out
expressed in terms of the quaternionic potentials.

To be convinced that eq. (7.39) is correct, one may compare the transformation
properties of its both sides. It is not difficult to find

(7.41)

(7.42)

£ A - [ ± (ap
+A-') -A]

where we have used the property

(recall that in the HK case [2] the r.h.s. of the analogous identity is zero). Directly
evaluating the transformation properties of different pieces in N , one finds

SN" = (A—A++) J V - + — A"(3+A"p) - A~"A (7.43)

that suggests the same transformation law for both sides of (7.39).

7.5 The quateraionic metric in the A-basis
Summarizing the computations of the previous subsections, one may write the covariant
derivatives of the quaternionic geometry (their parts involving no derivatives with respect
to the coordinates z**) in the following form

V+ =
1

(7.44)

-•?.

Defining

one obtains

3+ 3 -

M, N =

= -2R TpX

(7.45)

(7.46)

(7.47)

(7.48)

(7.49)

We stress that the dependence on zA ,z°A present in (7.43), (7.45) completely drops
oat from the A-basis metric which is given on the manifold {x+,, xA, to*1}. Of course,
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ne
ovr. one may easily check that the metric possesses, as in the HK case, the property of the
rio covariant independence of harmonics. It is also to the point here to mention that the
on: bridge from the Sp{n) — r-frame to the A-frame is expressed in terms of the harmonic

conection u>++ by the same relation as in the HK case, so we do not give it here.

7.6 Gauges

Similarly to the HK case, in practice it is advantageous to fix, in one or another way,
the gauges with respect to different A-transformation, thereby decreasing the number of
independent quantities originally present in the theory. Some gauges (eqs. fr.21), (5.22),
(7.15), (7-1T)) have been already imposed in the process of solving quaternionic geometry
constraints. Here we enforce further gauge-fixing analogous to the one employed in the
HK case [2].

First, one may put ([R] = cm~2)

( 4 ' = fi4 => T111, =-Rn111, (7.50)

= 0 =* AJ = - I i T 1 ^ A + + , A++ = A++

(7-51)
Note the relation

~\ R-1 T^d-X++ = l-nPlia - À + + . (7.52)

In this gauge the transformation law of the remaining (non-removable) prepotential
C*4 is greatly simplified

SC*4 =-0++X++- (d~~\++) C** (7.53)

or, in the active form

d — C+4 + IR-1 d""À++ à'C+* . (7.54)

Note that the isometries of quaternionic metric correspond to

STC+* = 0 . (7.55)

Denoting the relevant transformation parameter in (7.54) by A'++,

with cA being constant infinitesimal parametries of the isometries, one obtains from (7.54)
.') the equation for K**

+ ( ) £ A 9 J C « â A 9 / r £ = 0 . (7.56)
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(and the same for A'J+). The quantity Kj^+ encodes all the information about isometries
of the quaternionic manifold with the given potential £+4 and can naturally be called
quaternionic Killing potential [10].

Transformations (7.53), (7.54) and the equation for Killing potential (7.56) have been
deduced earlier in [10] starting with the harmonic superspace action of JV = 2 matter in
Ar = 2 SG background. Here we rediscovered the same objects and relations on the pure
geometrical ground, starting from the unconstrained prepotential formulation of quater-
nionic geometry. One-to-one correspondence between this form-J.ation of quaternionic
geometry and the harmonic superspace description of Af = 2 matter coupled to N — 2
SG will be discussed in Sect. 10.

One more gauge also having a prototype in the HK case allows one to "solder" the
A-frame Sp(n) transformations with the diffeomorphisms of the analytic subspace

= ^ => Arf + Afi^ + 4"AJ = O (7.57)

( ^ (7.58)

One may see that (7.58) completely agrees with the previously imposed gauges (7.15)
B = è and B =const or è =const. These gauges now coincide in view of (7.57).

8 - Example: homogeneous manifold Sp(n +I)/Sp(I) x
Sp(n)

Here we will consider the simplest example of 4n dimensional quaternionic manifold cor-
responding to the choice £+ 4 = 0. As opposed to the HK case where such an option
results in a trivial flat manifold, in the case under consideration we are left with a curved
homogeneous space Sp(n + 1)/Sp(l) x Sp(n) (or Sp(n, 1)/Sp(l) x Sp(n), for the negative
value of the parameter R) which can thus be regarded as the "maximally flat" connected
An dimensional quaternionic manifold.

The choice
C+4 = 0 (8.1)

in the Killing potential equation (7.56) reduces the latter to the following one (we assume
that all the gauges employed above are imposed)

p,t») = 0 , (8.2)

the general solution of which is

1
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whence .
A++ = i i ' + + - f iÀ + 1 ' I J+«) + ' t« + J c ( , ] ) + - / V ' c , i . (8.5)

Studying the Lie algebra of the variations

^ + = A+", $uT' = 0, Sw+i = X++w-i, (8.6)

one finds that it coincides with that of Sp(n + 1) (or with Sp(rc, 1) for R < 0 in (8.4)),
the parameters C(yj, <:(„„), C1̂  being associated, respectively, with the generators of the
subgroups Sp(I), Sp(n) and with those of the coset Sp(n + l)/5p(l) x Sp[n). It is easy
to show that in thi case

ff+3"=0, H^ = Q, H—+» = X-" , /T-3" = 0 (8.7)

(8.8)

(8-9)

I 2

It is also easy to check the covariant independence of E0
11 of the harmonics

fii)^xx;xfix;3r-"(x2) = O, (8.11)

as well as to verify all the remaining general relations derived earlier, to find the induced
group parameters A, A~", etc The nonvanishing component of the A-world metric is
given by the following simple expression

g*+- = - ( I + ^ i 2 ) (n^ - R i+" ! -») . (8.12)

The bridges can be shown to vanish in the present case, so icj ' = to*' and A+"1" = r++,
and also

x^ = -X^+W'1 + x"-u;+I. (8.13)

To find the r-world metric, one should convert the indices fi, v in (8.12) with the matrices

d-z* = -Sf1 w-k + R xJx-'uT*, d+xei = 6Z w+i (8.14)

and symmetrize indices pk, ai (without factor 1/2). One gets
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that coincides with the metric of the space Sp(n + I)JSp(I) x Sp{n) in the appropriate
protective coordinates (we work with the standard dimension 1 coordinates).

Finally, we leave it to the reader to reproduce all the formulas given here starting with
the standard nonlinear realization description of the coset space Sp(n +1)/Sp(I) x Sp(n),
defining the corresponding Cartan forms, etc. In order to do this unambigously, one needs
to extend this space to the harmonic one by introducing the harmonics u±l on the extra
automorphism SU(2) (acting on the Sp(I) indices of the Sp(n +1) generators) and then
to identify the analytic subspace {x+, tu*1} with the following coset of Sp(n +1) x SU(2)A

{ + ±o Sp{n + l)xSU{2)A{
X^W '~ (LW,P»+,!++,I0,1—-T—,T0Y

where / and T denote the generators of the subgroups Sp(I) C Sp(n + 1) and SU(2)A,
respectively, L1^ stands for the generators of Sp(n) C Sp(n + 1) and P"+ for those of
the coset Sp[n + I)/Sp(I) x Sp(n) generators P»' which commute with I++, I" - T"
(their number equals 2n).

In Sect. 11 we will discuss less trivial examples of homogeneous quaternionic manifolds
with C+* / 0.

9 HK manifolds as a contraction of the quaternionic
ones

Here we show that in the limit R —* 0 the formulation of quaternionic geometry given in
the previous Sections goes over to that of the HK one with the central charge operators
included [2].

Let us begin with the r-world constraints and consider firs» what happens in this limit
with the bi-harmonic space { j m , to**, 2++, E ~ , z0}. Rescaling z-coordinates as

a^sJlz**, z°mexp{Rz0} (9.1)

and defining
Z— = R Z*±, Z0= R Z0 (9.2)

one finds that in the limit R -» 0 the expressions (3.16), (3.17) become

[Z0, Z^] = O, [Z+\Z-] = 0 (9.4)

5++ * + 2i» J
OS0

v— = a,—+2
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Thus, Z + + , Z—, Z0 become just the central charge operators introduced in [2] as a
useful device for solving the HK geometry constraints in a regular way. The bi-harmonic
space goes over to the standard twistor-harmonic extension of the T-basis HK manifold
enlarged by the extra central charge coordinates

{x*\ 10=^,2} = > { i " \ u ± J , 2 } . (9.6)

Further, the quaternionic geometry defining constraint (4.10) formally preserves its
form in the limit R —» O

[P 0
+ , D / ] / = - 2 3 T ^ Z + + , V+ = u+iT>ai, Z + + = - t x + i u + J % ) . (9.7)

However, because the holonomy Sp(I) contracts into the trivial algebra of three flat S-
translations (9.4), the status of (9.7) radically changes. Namely, T>* has now the following
structure (cf. (4.23))

where hat means that we consider the R = 0 contraction of the corresponding objects
gj.- i;ilds of the quateraionic geometry. Note that (9.8) contains no z° dependence because z° =
s t a exp{Jt£0} -+ 1 as R -> 0. It is easy to see that (9.7) produces for JS+"*, w+

(pff) the
' standard HK constraints while in the quateraionic case the corresponding constraints

essentially involved the vielbeins multiplying the z-derivatives. Thus, in the T-world eq.
(9.7) (accompanied by the the evident harmonic commutation relations) amounts to the
familiar constraints of HK geometry.

When passing to the A-world, we have to rescale z% z j in the same fashion as in eq.
(9.1) and simultaneously to rescale the bridges and the gauge group parameters. There
is a minor difference of the resulting A-world HK constraints as compared with the corre-
sponding ones obtained in [2]. The difference stems from the fact that in the quaternionic
case we are led to include z\ into the analytic subspace (together with Z+*) in order to
have analytic Sp[I) weight transformations. No any Sp[I) weight structures survive in
the R = Q contraction limit, so one can, in principle, restrict oneself to considering the
analytic space involving only Z+4" (treating z\ on equal footing with zj~) and this is
just what has been done in [2]. Contraction of the quatemionic geometry relations yields
another version of the central charge modified A-world HK constraints, with S^ included
into the set of analytic space coordinates. The final results, however, are the same as in
the version worked out in [2]. Without entering into details, we only mention the basic
redefinitions one should make to ensure an unambigous passing to the limit R —» 0 in the
A-world relations deduced in the previous Section

H^ = RH+4, Cl = RCl, C+4^RC+4. (9.9)

Finally, let us quote some basic objects of quaternionic geometry in the HK limit

9-5) 5^7" => 2f"\dH-1)x
o(dH-l)^da

+H-ai'K etc.
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Thus, as it should be, in the limit when the Sp(I ) curvature vanishes, one self-consistently
recovers the unconstrained harmonic space formulation of HK manifolds.

10 Geometry of N - 2 matter in N = 2 supergravity
background

Here we demonstrate that the equations of motion following from the general harmonic
superspace off-shell action of JV = 2 matter coupled to JV = 2 mpergravity given in
[10] have a simple interpretation in terms of quaternionic geometry in the unconstrained
harmonic space formulation presented above. Surprisingly, the components

of the supergravity hypermultiplet compensator g+t acquire a clear geometric meaning as
the coordinates z^z** of the analytic space {2^,z^+,u>±\:r''+} of the quaternionic geom-
etry, while i |X+ (like in the HK case) are identified with the JV = 2 matter hypermultipiet
superfileds.

Let us start with the JV = 2 matter - supergravity action [9] written in terms of
compensators « , JV++ (10-1) [18]

- J [ ^ 1 W . w) + C+"(Q,w)V++Qt\} (10.2)

W^=U-', w+i = u+i-N++u~i, Vj+ =V++ + N++V° . (10.3)

In (10.2), integration goes over the analytic subspace of harmonic N = 2 superspace,
Q+ are N = 2 matter hypennultiplet analytic superfields, H+4 is the analytic harmonic
vielbein of conformai JV = 2 supergravity, "D^+ is the supergravity-covariantized harmonic
derivative with respect to vr* in the analytic basis of JV = 2 harmonic superspace and
K, £ are, respectively, Newton and sigma-model coupling constants (for details see ref.
[3,9,10,18J)1.

The action (10.2) is invariant [10] under two kinds of gauge transformations with
analytic parameters: diffeomorphisms (the parameters A+(1(Q, w)) and the quaternionic
analog of the HK and Kâhler transformations (the parameters A^+(Q, w)):

SQ+" = \+»{Q,w) (10.4)

,» , ™# _ — — \—uw i\ — i-lxuw "A+M]u> (10.5)

'The foil malter-supergravity action also includes the purely supergravity part, which, however, is
élevant here to cur purposes.

pg
irrelevant here to cur purposes.
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£c+ 4 = a.T+A++ + £ja++A+-

+1L [ Q—A++ C+4 + a~-A+" C+C+4 - A++ £+Q + " ] (10.6)

d~ =d~ - ^ C+ d~~ . ( 10.7)

lat
Identifying

2 „2
n+f — T+" _ _ A + + = _ \ + + _ r + = _ r +

•,- we observe the one-to-one correspondence between (10.4) - (10.7) and the quaternionic
geometry transformation laws in the gauge è = B (7.17) (eqs. (5.6), (6.35), (7.9)). We

: see that this correspondence requires R < 0 i.e. in the case at hand, while considering
homogeneous quaternionic manifolds, one necessarily deals with their noncompact versions
(see Sect. 11). Recalling (2.10), one recovers the familiar relation [8, 14] between the
coupling constant | | and the scalar curvature of the quaternionic manifold of N = 2
matter

Thus the basic entities of the most general JV = 2 matter action in the supergravity
background, £* and .C+4, are recognized as the unconstrained quaternionic geometry
potentials, the matter superfields Q+ being the coordinates of the analytic subspace of
harmonic extension of the target quaternionic manifold. This makes evident the one-to-
one correspondence between off-shell locally N = 2 supersymmetric sigma models and

tc quaternionic manifolds revealed at the component on-shell level in [8].
Let us now, as we promised, give the geometric interpretation to the equations of

motion following from (10.2).
Varying (10.2) with respect to «, N+* and Q+* yields, respectively,

n
:c Su: V^N++ + (N++)2 - W+4 + (C*4 + £+ Vj+Q+") = 0 (10.10)

SN*+ : JV++ - ©„++ In u - ~T++ +1 £+ Q+"

\K" J) = 0 (10.11)

+2 £+ (N++ - ^

- I H*4- P^-JV++ -(AT++)2] d—C+=Q. (10.12)
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Here T++ is the L(I) connection of conformai N = 2 supergravity (it is expressed in a
proper wav through the analytic N = 2 supergravity prepotentials, its precise form is of
no interest for us) and we passed to renormalized objects (10.8). Substituting (10.10),
(10.11) into eq. (10.12), one recasts the latter into the form

, t C+(C+Q+") + d++C+ + C+id~~C+ (10.13)

that is precisely the relation (T. 10) upon the identification

VJ+Q+" = VJ+Q+" + N++Q+" = H+3" . (10.14)

Recall that the analogous interpretation, but in the framework of the harmonic space
formulation of HK geometry, can be given to the Q+ equations following from the general
off-shell action of sigma model with rigid JV = 2 supersymmetry [2].

It remains to clarify the geometric meaning of the relations (10.10), (10.11) and (10.14)
which involve the objects JV++, w having no prototypes in the harmonic superspace action
of rigid JV = 2 matter. While the identification (10.14) has a direct analog in the rigid case
(with JV+"*" put equal zero), the remaining two relations are essentially new. Remarkably,
for all of them one can find a natural place within the quaternionic geometry formulation
presented in this paper.

We note first that the counterpart of the derivative D++ (5.9) is just VJ+: it is
invariant under the X+" and A+* invariances and transforms only under gauge group
of conformai JV = 2 SG. In other words, it can be regarded as the JV = 2 SG gauge
covariantization of D+* (5.9). Then VJ+ corresponds to VJ+ defined in (5.10). Let us
now consider the action of D + + (5.9) on zj+:

i - ) 2 ] . (10.15)

Comparing it with (10.10) and taking into account the relation (7.8)

H+I=C+4 + C+ VJ+Q+" = C+* + C+H+3" ( 10.16)

and the identifications (10.3), one concludes that (10.10) is nothing else as the N = 2 SG
covariantization of the quaternionic geometry relation (10.15). One simply adds to H+4

the JV = 2 SG vielbein Ti+4, thus ensuring covariance both under the quaternionic and
JV = 2 SG gauge transformations.

Analogously, eq.(lO.ll) can be rewritten as

= - | [d-C" + a--

Comparing it with eq.(7.25), we can rewrite it as

that is a direct N — 2 SG covariantization of the relation

- I T++)u, (10.18)

) % (10-19)
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following from the explicit form of D + + (5.9).
o ,,- Finally, the relation ( 10.14) can also be geometrically interpreted as the result of action

of D + + (5 .9 ) on Z+":
D + + x + " = H+ 3" - 4 + x + " • (10.20)

i. .. Thus we have proved complete one-to-one correspondence between the unconstrained
n formulation of quaternionic geometry given in the previous Sections and the equations of

motion of general JV = 2 sigma model coupled to JV = 2 SG.
v We stress that the Sp(I) coordinates z%+ = JV++ and z\ = w play the important
5 role both in the harmonic superspace geometry of JV = 2 SG and in the harmonic space
c - e geometry of JV — 2 matter superfields. They are common for both geometries and so

, fll establish a link between them.

.a
11 Potentials for symmetric quaternionic spaces
In this Section we quote the explicit form of the potentials £ + 4 for all types of connected
symmetric quaternionic spaces classified in [11] 2.

There are precisely one compact and one noncompact quaternionic cosets for each
simple complex Lie group. Here we specialize to the noncompact versions of them which

!S one encounters in JV = 2 supergravity.
":p These cosets are [11, 12]
iee

Ti, 2) SO(n,4) Sp(n,l) J2(+2)
U(n)x Sp(I) SO(«) x SU{2) x Sp(I) Sp(n) x Sp(I) SU{2) x Sp(I)

-5) f ^ £ ^
Sp(3)xSp{l) SU(6)x Sp(I) SO(l2)x Sp(I) E7 x Sp(I)'

jg> They have the form G/H x Sp(I) with H G Sp(n). The number in brackets for the
exceptional groups refers to the chosen real form of the group. It equals to the difference

"•<G between the numbers of noncompact and compact generators for this real form. The
• "̂ 4 compact case corresponds to the compact real form of the numerator.
.nd As explained above the coset Sp(n, 1) /Sp(n) x Sp(I) is a "flat model" for the quater-

nionic geometry The corresponding £+* vanishes. The potentials for the cosets

SU{n,2) SO(n,4) G2(+2)

U(n) x Sp(I) SO(n) x SU{2) x Sp(I) SU{2) x Sp(I)
(11.2)

. , 7) were given in [10]. Here we recall these potentials and complete the list. We give only the
final expressions for C*4. The general procedure of finding them based on the analogy
with the Hamiltonian mechanics [20] has been recently worked out in [21].

The coset parameters Qs for manifolds (11.1) have the quantum numbers of the
.18) group generators belonging to the coset: they always carry the index i (i = 1,2) of the

fundamental two-dimensional representation of the group Sp(I) from the denominator
H x Sp(I) and the index S (S = 1,2,—2n) which refers to the group H. The potential

j 19) 2 ^ m o i e general class of homogeneous nonsymmetric quaternionic spaces has been given in [12].
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•>**' £+4 depends only on the '+'-projection Q + s of QtS. In the sequel we will refer just to
Q + s as the coset parameters. Clearly, as H defines a linear symmetry on Q£ and C+4 is
H invariant, one needs to know the assignment of the adjoint representation of the group
in the nominator, G, with respect to the subgroup H.

We briefly sketch how £+ 4 can be found within the geometric set-up employed in
previous Sections. Computations are based on several simplifying observations.

Firstly, since in i,he above cosets linearly realized Sp(I) acts, the relevant potentials
C*4 do not depend explicitly on the harmonics wf. Then the condition

tells us that these potentials must be quartic in Qt [10].
Secondly, the group G defines isometries of these cosets, so there exist Killing potentials

A'J/% the number of which is equal to dim G and which are solutions of eq. (7.56). For
the case at hand this equation simplifies to

9++A-++ + (g—A'++) C+4 + I 9-"A'++ d;C+4 = 0 (H.3)

(for simplicity, we put R = — 1 in accordance with the fact that we consider here only
noncompact manifolds). The Sp(I) Killing potential A't

++ has the universal form for all
spaces (11.1)

A'+/ = w+wt + w-wj/:+4,

while inspection of eq. (11.3) for the symmetries belonging to the coset and the subgroup
H leads to the important equation

Here ftsr is the invariant antisymmetric Sp(n) tensor.
It turns out that the equation (11-4), together with the requirement of H- invariance of

C*4 and the property that C+4 is a quartic polynoaual in Q j , determine £+ 4 uniquely: for
each case a /f-mvariant polynomial of degree 4 is unique up to a numerical normalization
factor, which is fixed by eq. (11-4).

1. SU(n,2) /U(n) x Sp(I). The coset parameters are (Q+, Q+"), where a is the index
of the fundamental representation of U(n). The pseudoreal structure is given by

The potential £+ 4 is
£ « = -(Q+Q+)2 . (H.5)

2. SO(Ti,4) /S0(n) x SU{2) xSp[I). The coset parameters are Q+
 a where a is the vector

index of SO(n) and a is the spinor index of SU(2). The pseudoreal structure is given by:
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The potential is

3. G2(+2) /SU(2) x Sp(I). Now the coset parameters are Q+
aByi where greek indices refer

to the spinor representation of SU(2). They are totally antisymmetric in a. /3, and 7.
Pseudoreality:

The potential is

^ + 4 = - \ Q+alh Q\0P Q+aTP QXr-, • (H-7)

4. F4J+4) /Sp[S) x Sp(I). The coset parameters transform as components of a traceless
antisymmetric tensor of rank 3 for Sp(3). In other words,

Q+ol* = Q+I°<N with Sl010Q
+0011 = 0 ,

where greek indices refer to the fundamental three-dimensional representation of Sp(3)
and Qo/j is the defining symplectic form. Pseudoreality:

Potential:
£+4 = -^Q-K^Q+ 3 p Q+"*Q+ T , . (11.8)

5. i?6(+2) /Sl/(6) x Sp(I). In this case the coset parameters Q+"0"1 are described by the
rank 3 antisymmetric tensor of St/(6). The pseudoreality conditions and the potential
look exactly as in the previous case:

| Q+
Of)p Q+"" Q+

aT, • (11-9)

6. -£r(-5) ISO(Ii) x Sp(I). The coset parameters Q*a transform as components of a chiral
spinor of the group SO(12). Pseudoreality:

The potential is
9

Here

and S1710^ are «r-matrices in 12 dimensions. Indices are raised and lowered with the charge
conjugation matrix Ca& which is antisymmetric in 12 dimensions.
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7. ESi-2i) IE? X 5P( ! ) -
 T n e c o s e t parameters Q+

E are transformed according to the
representation 56 of E7- It is convenient to decompose it with respect to the maximal
subgroup SU(8) C E7. It breaks into antisymmetric tensors Q+

tj and Q+ij, where i is the
index of the fundamental representation of St/(8). Pseudoreality:

*Q% = Q + 0 , *Q+il = - Q I i •

The potential takes the form

C** = - 4 Q % k Q+iI Q+, Q+nfc + (Q+^ Q + 0 ) 2 - ^ (11-11)

where

The general formula for all these £+4s in terms of the structure constants of G was
given in [21]. It reads as follows

Here gah is the restriction of the inverse Killing-Cartan metric of G to H and A'++ is the
Killing potential associated with H. The specifity of the cases presented above is encoded
(through the structure constants of G) in these objects.

An interesting (though straightforward) problem is to explicitly compute the quater-
nionic ~ world metrics for the above C+41S like this has been done for the simplest case
Sp(n + 1)/Sp(n) x Sp(I) in Sect. 8.

12 Conclusions
In the series of papers including [1, 2] and the present article we have given a complete
description of self-dual Yang-Mills theory, hyper-Kihler and quaternionic geometries in
the universal language of harmonic analyticity. The latter underlies both these purely
bosonic theories and their supersymmetric counterparts: JV = 2 Yang-Mills theory and
N = 2 supergravity [3, 9,10], thus establishing a deep affinity between these two classes
of theories, so different at first sight. Moreover, as we have seen in [2] and in this paper,
the uniform harmonic (super)space description of these theories allows to understand in
a most geometric fashion why JV = 2 supersymmetry requires the target manifolds of
JV = 2 supersymmetric sigma models to be hyper-Kâhler or quaternionic. It seems that
this universality of the harmonic (super)space approach is its main merit. This approach
is most efficient just while exploring the relationships between the target space geometries
and space-time extended supersymmetries. As an example of its such recent application
we mention the analysis of the target space geometry of ID N = (4,0) sigma models in
[19]. In contrast to the cases considered here and in [2], this geometry is non-Riemannian,
the torsion essentially enters into game. However, the harmonic spacp techniques proved
to be adequate for this case too.

One of intriguing problems for the future study is to find out possible implications
of Ar = 3 harmonic analyticity [22] in the purely bosonic gauge theories. The geometry
underlied by this type of analyticity (if exists) is expected to be intimately related to
Ar = 3 snpeisymmetric theories: JV = 3 Yang-Mills theory [22] and supergravity.
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